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同時，論文將聯合格架編碼矢量量化（TCVQ) / TCM應用於加性高斯白噪聲信 




Maximum a posteriori (MAP) algorithm is used as a minimum mean-squared error 
(MMSE) decoder for combined trellis-coded quantization (TCQ) and modulation 
(TCM). The optimal trellis-coded quantizer is derived when the soft-decoding MAP 
algorithm is used as a decoder. The trellis-coded quantizer and the soft-decoder are 
optimized iteratively for minimum overall distortion from transmitter input to 
receiver output. Significant performance improvement is achieved for both 
memoiyless Gaussian and uniform source, especially for very noisy channel. 
The famous Bahl-Cocke-Jelinek-Raviv (BCJR) algorithm is modified as the core 
of the MMSE based soft-decoder. The joint TCQ/BCJR optimization scheme is 
applied for both additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel and Rayleigh 
fading channel using either pulse-amplitude modulation (PAM) or phase-shift keying 
(PSK) modulation. Numerical results show that larger performance improvement can 
be achieved for a trellis having larger number of states. The performance 
improvement is also more significant for channel having small signal-to-noise ratio 
(SNR). 
iii 
Joint trellis-coded vector quantization (TCVQ)/TCM is also applied for 
Gaussian-Markov source transmitted through AWGN channel. Set-partition and 
signal mapping between TCVQ and TCM are investigated. Significant performance 
improvement is achieved when BCJR algorithm is applied for TCVQ, especially for 
very noisy channels. 
iv 
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Chapter 1. Introduction 
Chapter 1 
Introduction 
Traditionally, in most digital communication systems, source and channel code are 
designed separately and then cascaded together. The source encoder compresses the 
source samples into a bit-stream in order to reduce the transmission bit rate. In 
additional to mapping the signal into waveforms for transmitting through the 
channel, the channel coder may add redundancy into the bit-streams in order to 
increase the transmission reliability. Both source and channel coder have different 
functionalities and design goals. Based on the separation principle [1] presented by 
Shannon, no performance degradation is suffered if the two functions are designed 
separately. Most of practical communication systems design source and channel 
coder separately, mostly for its simplicity. 
However, the separation principle is only valid as an asymptotic result with 
infinite delay and complexity. Given a limited decoding complexity and delay, joint 
source-channel coding may achieve better performance than separately designed 
source and channel coding. Joint source-channel coding improves the system further 
for low bit rate or noisy channel. 
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This thesis emphasis on the design of combined source and channel 
coding/modulation methods to improve the performance of a digital communication 
channel. Based on the pervious researches on joint trellis-coded quantization (TCQ) 
[2] and trellis-coded modulation (TCM) [3], we proposed a design of soft decoding 
joint TCQ/TCM system to improve the performance in the additive-white Gaussian 
noise (AWGN) channel and Rayleigh fading channel. Moreover, a combined trellis-
coded vector quantization (TCVQ) [4] and TCM system are also proposed. TCVQ is 
the extension of TCQ to multidimensional analog signal to encode analog source and 
may provide non-integer encoding rate. Detailed descriptions of the technical issues 
will be carefully examined in the coming chapters. Different methods to improve the 
reliability of transmission are discussed, evaluated and compared. 
1.1 Typical Digital Communication Systems 
Figure 1.1 shows a block diagram of a typical digital communication system. The 
information can be either digital or analog source. In this thesis, discrete analog 
source x/ will be considered. The source encoder reduces the redundancy of the 
signal. It encodes each analog source x, into a 众-bit digits bi, which is 介-bit binary 
vector (information bits). The channel encoder adds redundancy into the binary bit 
sequence in a control manner. It maps each /:-bit binary symbol bi into n-hii binary 
symbol >v/ called a codeword. Then the digital modulator maps each codeword into 
one of 2" distinct waveforms and transmits the waveforms to the channel. A channel 
is the physical medium to send the signal from the transmitter to the receiver. The 
transmitted signal is corrupted in a random manner by a variety of possible noises 
during transmission. The demodulator receives the corrupted waveforms and 
1 
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Information , Source b j Channel i ^ Digital 
Source Encoder Encoder Modulator 
1 r 
Channel 
Output X i Source 办' Channel • Digital 
Transducer Decoder Decoder Demodulator 
Figure 1.1: Basic elements of a typical digital communication system. 
demodulates the waveforms to a sequence of real numbers yi representing the 
estimation of the transmitted data symbols wt. Given a sequence of j/, the channel 
decoder produces a sequence of k-hit binary vector bi. Finally, the source decoder 
decodes the bit stream into a sequence of estimated samples Xi • 
1.1.1 Source Coding 
Source coding converts the analog signal to digital signal and may reduce the 
redundancy of the signal. Source coding includes sampling, quantization and 
compression. Sampling is a process to convert a continuous-time signal to discrete-
time signal. Sampling theorem states that any continuous-time signal can be 
completely represented by and recoverable from its samples when the sampling 
frequency is larger than the Nyquist frequency, i.e., twice the maximum bandwidth 
of the signal. However, an infinite number of bits are required to represent an analog 
sample without distortion. It is impossible for a practical digital communication 
15 
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system to transmit infinite number of bits. In practice, it is required to map the set of 
analog source samples into a finite set and at the same time minimize the introduced 
distortion. This process is called quantization [5] and the distortion is called 
quantization error. The quantization function Q is defined by 
= = , (1.1) 
where d are the codewords, Si are the partitions of the quantizer, and TV is the number 
of quantization codewords. The quantization function is a nonlinear function and 
noninvertible. Quantization error D is defined as 
D = E[(x-Q{x)f] . (1.2) 
and the signal-to-distortion ratio (SDR) for the quantizator is 
= (1.3) D 
A good quantizer performs an optimal mapping function Q(x) such that D is 
minimized. The rate-distortion function [6] gives a fundamental limit on the 
distortion. Given a specified code rate R, a rate-distortion function D(R) can be found 
for different source having well-know distribution. 
Basically, there are two types of quantization: scalar quantization [7] and vector 
quantazation [8-9]. In scalar quantization, each single source is quantized into a 
number of levels and then these levels are encoded into a binary sequence. Xi is a 
single-source sample and c, represents one of the quantization levels. In vector 
quantization, the source samples are quantized group by group. Xi is a block of source 
samples and c, represents one of quantized symbols (or vector codewords). 
Information theory implies that quantization can always achieve better performance 
by coding vector instead of scalar. However, the complexity of vector quantization is 
16 
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always higher than that of scalar quantization. Thus, scalar quantization is still 
widely used in many applications such as audio, video and waveform coding [10]. 
1.1.2 Channel Coding 
Channel coding includes modulation and error control code. Modulation is the 
mapping of digital data into waveforms that can be transmitted through the channel. 
Channel coder may introduce, in a control manner, some redundancy in the binary 
information sequence such that the receiver can overcome the effects of noise, 
distortion and interference encountered in the transmission. The redundancy in the 
binary information sequence aids the receiver in decoding the desired information 
sequence. In digital communication, the aim of the channel coder is to reduce the bit 
error rate using error-correction code. Depending on the characteristic of the 
channel, different channel coding schemes are employed to maximize the coding 
efficiency. Moreover, the output of channel encoder is passed to the digital 
modulator, which serves as an interface to the communications channel. The digital 
modulator maps the coded information sequence into signal waveforms for 
transmission. 
1.2 Joint Source-Channel Coding System 
In the transmitter of joint source-channel coding system, the source coder, channel 
coder and the digital modulator are combined into one coding process. Figure 1.2 
shows the idea of joint source and channel coding system using TCQ and TCM. TCQ 
is a quantizatior, which produces a continuous path in a trellis using Viterbi 
algorithm (VA), first proposed by A. J. Viterbi in 1967 [11]. TCM is a combined 
17 
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channel code/modulation coder, first proposed by G. Ungerbeock [3]. Given a 
sequence of input symbols, TCM goes through a continuous path in a trellis and 
directly produces a sequence of modulation symbols. Both TCQ and TCM may use 
the same trellis structures and produce the same path information; they can be 
combined into a signal encoding process directly. 
In the receiver of joint TCQ/TCM, the decoding process of channel decoder and 
source decoder are also combined as shown in Fig. 1.3. The decoder directly 
estimates the path information and produces the estimated source samples. The 
decoder can employ either Viterbi algorithm or BCJR algorithm [12] to estimate the 
source samples. L.R Bahl, J. Cocke, F. Jelinek, and J. Raviv proposed BCJR 
algorithm [12], which is also called symbol-by-symbol maximum a posteriori (MAP) 
decoding algorithm. Detailed encoding and decoding schemes about TCQ and TCM 
are discussed in later chapters. 
\ _ _ \ ^ ^ \ \ 
)Quantization ; Channel Coder ； Modulator ) 
/ / / / 
TCQ ^ TCM 中 
Figure 1.2: The transmitter of a joint TCQ/TCM system. 
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\ . ——\ Channel ——\ Source \ 
I ) Demodulator _ _ ^ Decoder / Decoder / 
\ • • 1 ！ \ Source ^ \ 
I ) Demodulator ^ Estimator 1 / 
I 
Figure 1.3: The receiver of a joint TCQ/TCM system. 
1.3 Thesis Organization 
The aim of this study is to improve the performance of a digital communication 
system using joint source/channel coding [13]. The performance measurement is 
based on the mean square error distortion. Based on the previous research on this 
area [14-17], this thesis will focus on the joint source and channel coding using TCQ, 
TCM and TCVQ. The thesis is organized as following: 
Chapter 2 gives a brief summary and background information about trellis 
coding including TCQ and TCM. The decoders using Viterbi and MAP decoding 
algorithms are also reviewed. The joint TCQ/TCM system is discussed and studied. 
Some modification and simulation results are also provided. 
In Chapter 3，the soft-decoding combined TCQ/TCM system is described. The 
TCQ encoder and soft-decoder are optimized iteratively for minimum distortion 
according to different channel SNR. Detailed algorithm, performance evaluation, 
comparison, complexity and simulation results are given and discussed. 
19 
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Based on the algorithm in Chapter 3, the joint TCQ/TCM system over a 
Rayleigh fading channel is studied in Chapter 4. The Rayleigh fading channel is a 
commonly assumed model for wireless channels. The characteristic, performance and 
simulation results are provided in Chapter 4. 
Combined TCVQ/TCM is studied in chapter 5. The designed system is used for 
memory source over additive-white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel. It provides a 
flexible and non-integer coding rate. Some design issues on the system are discussed. 
Simulation results are also presented in Chapter 5. 
Finally, Chapter 6 gives a conclusion and provided some suggestion for future 
works. 
20 
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Chapter 2 
Trellis Coding 
2.1 Convolutional Codes 
There are two basic types of error-correcting codes, block codes and sliding window 
codes. A convolutional code [10], denoted by (k’ n, X) is an error-correcting code 
with sliding window. The stream of information bits is divided into blocks of k bits 
(w) each. Each block of A: information bits is encoded into n coded bits (v). We call u 
and V as input and output symbol respectively. The rate of convolutional code is kin 
where {n-k) bits are added as redundancy. Moreover, the encoded symbol v not only 
depends on the current block but also the X pervious blocks. In other words, the 
convolutional coder has memory. Figures 2.1 depict both the structure and circuit 
diagram of convolutional coder. 
10 
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Xk stages < ‘ ^ 
Information k bits u j ^ i q i i | 2 | \k\......1 | 2 | . . . | /c 
1 L 6 2 6 3 o n 
Encoded sequence v 
M • 
n bits 
Figure 2.1a: A (A：, n, X) convolution encoder. 
I^——^H^ 
U “ parallel to Y 
^ " V serial ^ 
I ，r ，r 1 _ _ _ Figure 2.1b: A circuit diagram of (2,1,2) convolutional encoder with generator sequences 101 and 111. 
The convolutional code is linear. It can be represented in matrix form. Let 
be the input symbol to the encoder and 
v = ( v ( i ) , v ( 2 ) , . . . , v⑷） 
be the output symbol of the encoder. The input stream is blocked into a sequence of 
input symbols ^ = [mi,Mi,...,m„] and the corresponding output sequence is 
F = [ v i , v i , . . . , v „ ] . As the same as block code, V can be generated by the generator 
matrix G as 
V = UG (2.1) 
10 
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where 
Go G\ Gi … G x 
Go Gi Gi ... Gx 
G= GO G, G^ (22) 
• • • 
• • • • • • 
Go G\ 
and each Gi is A: by n matrix specified below: 
�cr � p • � . . . f T ( ” -
Gi= •^；：,) g 泛 … ( 2 . 3 ) • • • 
• • • 沾）… g t ) _ 
Note that g \ j � = (gJi?, g,(，f generator sequences. 
Convolutional code can be viewed as a finite-state machine. At any time unit, the 
coder is in one of states. The total number of states is equal to 2议 where kX is number 
of stages in the coder. Given the input symbol u and the current state s, the output 
symbol v is produced and the state is changed from s to s\ Figure 2.2 depicts a state 
transition diagram of convolutional code versus the time unit. It is called trellis 
diagram or simply trellis. By going through the trellis using input sequence U, the 
output sequence F can be produced. We can construct the trellis by the generator 
matrix G or its parity check matrix H. In the later chapter, we all use trellis diagram 
to specify the encoder and decoder for detailed analysis. 
10 
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CX^^ZQ o ^ ^ . Q 
U = [0,1,0,1,0] and V = [0,2,1,0,1] 
Figure 2.2: Trellis diagram of convolutional code. 
2.2 Trellis-Coded Modulation 
Based on the trellis representation, we shall now describe more general trellis codes 
called Ungerboeck codes [3]. Figure 2.3 shows the Ungerboeck's representation of a 
trellis encoder with a symbol mapper. The mapper is used to map each output symbol 
V to a signal constellation. This process is called bits-to-symbol assignments. At each 
encoding step, the rate m /{m +1) convolutional encoder receives m input bits and 
generates m +1 coded bits. The coded digits determine the subconstellation from 
which the transmitted signal has to be chosen. The other (m-m) bits left uncoded. 
The presence of uncoded bits causes parallel transitions between two states. Those 
uncoded bits are used to choose an element from the subconstellation. The method of 
grouping the signal constellations into subset is called "Method of Set Partitioning". 
This method is used to maximize the possible Euclidean distance between signal 
symbols assigned to the same subset and increasing the reliability of trellis codes. 
The details of the method of set partitioning will be discussed in the next section. 
10 
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m input bits m + 1 bits 
} • Uncoded 
" I j '1 ^ r ^ digits select 
—1-| h~~• signal from 
• ® I constellation 
I I ® M J L (parallel 
I I U ~ • \ / transitions) 
ii ^ ^ M a p p e r = ) 
_ J Convolutional M i ' ^ coded digits II « I P i I ‘ I select 
I S I Encoder L constellation 
1； • — (Ratem/m + 1) 1； I; ^ J L 
V V next state 
Figure 2.3: Block diagram of an Ungerboeck code 
2.2.1 Set Partitioning 
“The Method of Set Partitioning" is used to find a symbol assignment to the trellis 
branches such that the subsets assigned to the same originating state or to the same 
terminating state have the largest possible distance. Ungerboeck's set partitioning 
method is widely used in the design of TCM for its ease of use and understanding. In 
general, it can be summarized as the following rules: 
1. The Euclidean distance between the signal symbols within the same subset is 
in maximum possible value. In other words, the distance of signal symbols 
assigned to the parallel transitions are as large as possible. 
2. Signal symbols assigned to the transitions which diverging from or merging 
into a trellis state will have the next maximum possible Euclidean distance. 
Based on the above two rules, the "set partitioning" principle maximizes the 
normalized square free distance d:— which is the minimum distance between two 
decoding paths. When d]ree is maximum, the reliability of the code is the best. 
10 





Figure 2.4: Partitioning of 8-PSK channel signals into 4-subsets. 
Ungerboeck demonstrated the set partitioning method for PAM, PSK and QASK 
signals [3]. Figure 2.4 shows an example of partitioning 8-PSK signals into 4 subsets. 2.3 Trellis-Coded Quantization 
Trellis-coded quantization (TCQ) was proposed by Marcellin and Fischer in 1990 
[2]. TCQ is a dual process of TCM. The trellis structure of TCQ is exactly the same 
as TCM. For a BJR+Y trellis code, the encoding rate of TCQ is R bits per samples. 
However, there are 2斯i codewords in the codes. The codebook size is twice the 
number of required codewords for a R-hit quantizer. Each output symbol v of the 
trellis corresponds to a codeword of the codebook. However, the output of TCQ 
encoder is not the output sequence V. It is the sequence t / , which is R bits and 
indicates a continuous encoding path of the trellis. Then, TCQ decoder treasures 
through the path again using H and constructs our targeted codeword sequence. 
10 
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OMo 
0 “ � / > 
1/^ Ao Ar A2 As Ao A, A2 A, 
0/A, 
(a) Figure 2.5: (a) Ungerboeck's four-state amplitude modulation trellis, (b) Output points and partition for 2 bit per sample TCQ. 
The original TCQ also uses Ungerboeck's set partitioning method in TCM to 
partition the output points (scalar quantization levels) into subsets At. Figure 2.5 
shows a 4-state trellis with parallel transitions. The output points are partitioned into 
four subsets by starting with the leftmost point and proceeding to the right. They are 
labeled as Ao, Ai, A2, A3, Ao, Ai, A2, A3, ...until the rightmost point is reached. They 
are called Ungerboeck's four-state amplitude modulation trellis. 
The encoding path information is found by Viterbi algorithm, which minimizes 
the distortion between the output points and the analog input samples. Figure 2.6 
Statel 0/0 0/0 0/0 0/0 0/0 
JC = [0.1,2.1,0.9，0.3，0.2] C/ = [0,1,0,1,0] and K = [0,2,1,0,1] 
Figure 2.6: An example of TCQ encoding using 4-state Trellis with jR = l. 
shows an example of TCQ encoding. The input of TCQ is a sequence of analog 
source samples jc = • TCQ finds an output sequence V that has 
10 
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Rate ( b i t s ) T r e l l i s Size (States) Lloyd Max Distortion 4 g quantizer Rate Function 
1 — 4.64 4.78 4 .86~~ 4.40 6.02 
2 “ 10.19 10.31 10.37 9.30 12.04 
3 15.86 15.96 16.02 14.62 18.06 
Table 2.1: Performance of TCQ for memoryless uniform source 
(Values are listed as SDR in dB). 
Rate ( b i t s ) T r e l l i s Size (States) Lloyd Max Distortion 4 g quantizer Rate Function 
1 一 5.78 _ 5 . 9 6 6.06 6.02 6.79 
2 12.47 12.60 12.69 12.04 13.21 
3 18.77 18.90 18.98 18.06 19.42 
Table 2.2: Performance of TCQ for memoryless Gaussian source rViiliiPs arp listed as SDli in dRV 
minimum distortion D = | | a : - F | | . TCQ produces the corresponding sequence U to 
represent the trellis as the TCQ output. 
Tables 2.1 and 2.2 show the simulation results for encoding memoryless uniform 
source and Gaussian source respectively. The TCQ in Tables 2.1 and 2.2 use the 
codewords from Lloyd-Max quantizer. A sequence of 1,000,000 source samples is 
used with block size of 1000. 
The results show that TCQ can get better performance then Lloyd-Max scalar 
quantizer. When the number of states of trellis increases, the performance of TCQ 
also increases. For examples, TCQ achieves 0.46 dB improvement over Lloyd-Max 
scalar quantizer at = 1. More states in the trellis provides more alternative paths for 
the TCQ encoder to choose. The Viterbi algorithm can have more alternatives to find 
an optimum path with minimum distortion. 
The complexity of TCQ encoder is the same as that of Viterbi algorithm. The 
encoding requires only 4 multiplications, 4 additions and 4 scalar quantizations per 
10 
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source sample, plus 2 additions and 1 comparison per trellis state per source sample. 
The encoding complexity is roughly independent of the encoding rate [2]. The 
complexity depends on the number of states per trellis. 
I C Q can be applied for image coding [18-21]. I C Q works with DCT-based 
coder or wavelet-based coder and can provide progressive transmission [19]. In past 
research, I C Q often works with subband coder or entropy coder to encoder memory 
source. There are also various type of I C Q such as predictive TCQ [22], embedded 
I C Q [23] and multistage TCQ [24]. Those TCQ variations are proposed and 
designed for correlated source such as audio and image. 
2.4 Joint TCQ/TCM System 
The joint TCQ/TCM system discussed in this section is based on pervious research 
[14][17]. The TCQ and TCM have the same trellis structure but design 
independently. In other words, the TCM based channel coder is simply applied to 
source-optimized TCQ. The TCQ codewords are based on the quantization levels 
from Lloyd-Max quantizers. 
2.4.1 The Combined Receiver 
10 
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The channel and source decoder can be combined into one single decoder. Figure 2.7 
shows the joint TCQ/TCM system in discrete-time notation. Given a sequence of 
input samples Xk, both TCQ and TCM encoders go the same transition path of the 
trellis. As a result, a sequence of channel symbols Zk is generated. After transmission, 
the combined receiver obtains the channel-corrupted symbols yk. The receiver only 
needs to estimate the transition path of the trellis from yk directly. The source and 
channel decoding process are combined into a single process. There are two methods 
to find the optimal path information. The first method employs Viterbi algorithm to 
find the most likelihood continuous path. The second method employs the famous 
Bahl-Cocke-Jelinek-Raviv (BCJR) algorithm [12] to find out the probability of each 
branch and then estimates the soft-value of the source samples. The objective is to 
minimize the distortion between the source samples and our estimated output 
samples, i.e., 
D = E[(x,-x,f]. (2.4) 
The signal-to-distortion ratio (SDR) for the overall system is defined as 
SDR=昨2} (2.5) 
For a sequence of input source symbol {xk} with block length N, there are two 
flk 
X]r Zk w y ^ ^ y k l Combined ‘ 
_ ^ TCQ - • TCM • 0 Receiver • 
Figure 2.7 Joint TCQ/TCM system with combined receiver 
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.C 
0 2 1 0 1 
Figure 2.8: Decoding ofViterbi receiver. 
kinds of decoding approach as either block or sliding window based decoding 
scheme. In a block based decoding algorithm, the receiver decodes the symbols in a 
block-by-block manner. 
2.4.2 Viterbi Decoding 
The Viterbi algorithm selects the maximum likelihood sequence. It finds a 
continuous path, which minimizes the mean-squared error between the received 
symbols y,. and the estimated symbols m,. TCQ, TCM receiver and the combined 
receiver can use Viterbi algorithm as decoder. Figure 2.8 shows the decoding of the 
Viterbi receiver. Given a sequence of received symbols 乂 , the receiver selects a 
continuous path with minimum distortion D where 
D = (2.6) TV /=i 
is minimum and m, is one of the transmitted symbols of the modulation schemes or 
equivalently TCM waveforms. The Viterbi algorithm does not minimize the 
probability of error of the data bits. However, its performance is very close to that of 
the optimal symbol-by-symbol decoding algorithms for linear codes [11]. Viterbi 
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algorithm is widely used in decoding convolutional code due to its low cost and low 
complexity. In geometry representation, Viterbi algorithm is exactly the shortest path 
algorithm, which finds a path having minimum cost (distortion). Once the combined 
receiver finds the decoding path, it directly maps the sequence of symbols m, to the 
sequence of corresponding quantization levels i . As a result, the estimated symbols 
are produced. 
2.4.3 Sequence MAP Decoding 
Instead of finding the most likelihood path by the Viterbi algorithm, symbol-by-
symbol MAP (or BCJR) algorithm minimizes the probability of symbol error. Let Sk 
denotes the state of the encoder and its output is Xk at decoding step k. A state 
sequence of the source extending form time unit k to k丨 is denoted by s^ and the 
corresponding output sequence is x f . Given the received sequence y, BCJR 
algorithm calculates the joint probability 
= (2.7) 
where the s and s' are the ending and beginning state of a transition, respectively. 
and are the forward and backward probabilities which can be 
recursively calculated from probability y k 0 ' , s) as 
s' 
and 
⑷二 义训“,). (2-8) 
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For trellis with multiple branches between states, 
Y “ " ) = i X / ( " ) , (2.9) i=\ 
where 丫 m 0 ' ， ， = 1，2，...，5，is the transition probabilities of each branch and B is 
the number of branches between states. The MMSE estimator is h = \y}, or 
s� s i=\ 
Using Bayes rule of pk,i{s\s \ y) = Pk,i{s\s,y)lpk{y), h becomes 
B 
文k 二 ' ‘ '.=1, . ( 2 . 1 1 ) 
s' s i=\ 
where c . • is the codeword for the transition from state s’ to s using the 产 branch 
and the branch probabilities are 
. (2.12) 
Estimator like (2.11) is used in soft-decoding algorithm [25-26] for vector quantizers. 
Unlike mapping based decoder, the estimator output of (2.11) is not fixed (even for 
the same analog input) and could not have been produced by the encoder. 
2.4.4 Sliding Window Decoding 
Both Viterbi and BCJR Algorithm can make use of the sliding window decoding 
algorithm. The window size of2Z+l is smaller than the block length N. As illustrated 
in Figure 2.9，when decoding the k^ ^ sample, the decoder only stores the previous and 
the following L samples. This method is widely used in decoding TCM code. Wu et 
al first applied it the algorithm in decoding joint TCQ/TCM system with a Bayes 
10 
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Sliding Window • time 
< • 
2/-+1 Length 
Figure 2.9: Sliding window decoding with window size of 2L+1. 
receiver [17]. The Bayes receiver uses BCJR decoding algorithm with equally initial 
probability of the forward and backward probabilities a � 0 ) and P i l W . i.e， 
aoO) = l / M and pziO) = for all states (2.12) 
where M is total number of states of the trellis. 
The sensitivity of the sliding window receiver to the window size is illustrated in 
Figure 2.10. Here the encoding rate R = 2, and the size of the observation windows L 
二 3, 9，15, 21 and 27 respectively. PAM is using in AWGN channel. It is observed 
that, in low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) region, the performance of the decoders using 
different window size is similar. A very short window can be used at the receiver 
without any significant performance degradation. For large channel SNRs from 12 to 
20 dB, larger window can achieve better performance. As the size of sliding window 
increase, the decoding complexity also increases. 
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Figure 2.10: The sensitivity of the BCJR receiver to the window size 丄=3, 9,15, 21 with R = 2. 
2.4.5 Block-Based Decoding 
In a block-based receiver, the receiver receives the whole data block N and then 
estimate the N source samples. The initial state of the trellis is well known in the 
receiver side since the encoder starts at 二 0 and ends at sn 二 0. Because of the 
widely usage of packet-based network, the delay of block-based decoding algorithm 
become smaller and the block-based decoding methods can potentially be widely 
used. Figure 2.11 shows the performance of block based receiver using MAP 
decoding and Viterbi algorithm with block length N = 5000. The receiver using MAP 
algorithm with sliding window 丄=9 are also plotted for comparison. The block-
10 
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based algorithm can achieve better performance than sliding window algorithm 
especially in moderate high SNR region ( 1 2 - 15 dB). However, as the increase of 
the window size, the performance of sliding window receiver tends to that of block-
based receiver. 
12 , r- 1 r- 1 1 
1 1 - -
10 - BB 
£ y / SL 
I I 1 1 1 1 
8 10 12 14 16 18 20 
Channel SNR (dB) 
Figure 2.11: Comparison between the block-based receiver and the sliding window receiver 
using MAP decoding algorithm. The labels are block based MAP receiver (BB), sliding window 
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Chapter 3 
Soft-Decoding Joint TCQ/TCM over 
Gaussian Channel 
Both the receivers of joint TCQ/TCM system employing Viterbi and MAP algorithm 
are designed optimally in the pervious chapter. In last chapter, the system uses 
source-optimized TCQ regardless of the noisy channel [14][17]. The encoder and the 
receiver are designed independently. The source encoder and the receiver as a 
jointly-optimized TCQ/TCM system can be designed together as a jointly optimized 
TCQ/TCM system for better performance. 
Wang and Fischer [15] first proposed optimal joint TCQ/TCM system by 
optimizing the signal constellations for TCM, resulting with irregular signal 
constellations. Given fixed signal constellations, we propose a new joint TCQ/TCM 
system using a modified BCJR algorithm to function as a soft-decoder. The 
transmitter and the receiver are also optimized iteratively at different SNRs to obtain 
channel-optimized combined TCQ/TCM system. 
This chapter uses a modified BCJR algorithm to function as the optimum 
minimum mean-squared error (MMSE) estimator in the receiver. The BCJR or 
25 
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Figure 3.1: The schematic diagram of the combined TCQ/TCM system over AWGN channel. 
symbol-by-symbol MAP algorithm is recently used in the decoding of binary turbo 
codes [27-30] and non-binary turbo codes [31]. The TCQ encoder is optimized 
iteratively according to the BCJR based receiver. Instead of using a sliding block 
operation [17], the BCJR algorithm operates block-by-block with long block length. 
3.1 System Model 
The schematic diagram of combined TCQ/TCM system is shown in Figure 3.1. The 
input source x is first encoded by TCQ using Viterbi algorithm. As the same as the 
joint TCQ/TCM system in Chapter 2 using source-optimized TCQ, both TCM and 
TCQ have the same trellis structure. TCM uses the same path from TCQ for 
transmission. The transmitted signal i is corrupted by additive-white Gaussian noise 
(AWGN) during transmission. After receiving a block of noisy signal j , the receiver 
estimates x for the original analog source. 
The difference between our designed system in this chapter and the joint 
TCQ/TCM system in Chapter 2 is that the TCQ are designed iteratively according to 
the channel information. The system needs to be optimized using a set of well-known 
training samples. In the training state, the TCQ encoder is optimized iteratively for 
the BCJR decoder at each fixed SNR. The channel-optimized TCQ codewords and 
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Viterbi encoder are produced at different SNRs. The iterative algorithm is similar to 
the generalized Lloyd algorithm for vector quantizer design [8] and we apply the 
same principle to optimize the joint TCQ/TCM system instead of single quantizer. 
The algorithm to optimize the TCQ codewords for the Viterbi encoder is 
discussed in the Section 3.2. Once the optimized codewords for the Viterbi encoder 
are found, the new source samples and the noise samples are generated to test the 
performance. Simulation results are provided in Sections 3.3 and 3.4 for memoiyless 
Gaussian and uniform source, respectively. 
3.2 TCQ with Optimal Soft-Decoder 
In Chapter 2, no matter the receiver is BCJR based or Viterbi based, the source-
optimized TCQ encoder finds the same encoding path, even for different SNRs. The 
Viterbi algorithm uses (jc-cv，,，,)" as the metric of each trellis branch for encoding, 
where cv，,’, is the codeword of the TCQ quantizer from state s' to s using the f 
branches. Notes that there are many transitions using the same codeword. The total 
number of distinct codewords is 2肝�The codewords are source-optimized and are 
not optimized for the noisy channel. By considering the channel information in 
decoding and encoding, we can obtain channel-optimized codewords or better 
encoding metric for the Viterbi encoder and achieve better performance in joint 
TCQ/TCM system. 
Here, we focus on the joint TCQ/TCM system using BCJR receiver. In the 
transmitter side, the encoder of TCQ requires to use the Viterbi algorithm to find the 
optimal encoding path to minimize the overall distortion (2.4). For the noisy channel 
with the BCJR algorithm as soft-decoder, the Viterbi algorithm can use 
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d , , s , = E { i x - x y \ c , , s } , (3-1) 
as the metric of each trellis branch for encoding. In noiseless channel, equation (3.1) 
is equal to (2.4) because the set of x is equal to that of c..,,-. Here, the TCQ encoder 
can be optimized with the information of noisy channel. The branch metric (3.1) is 
for all branches having the same codeword. The expectation of (3.1) should cover i 
generated by all possible channel noise and input sequence for the branches having 
the same codeword c,’，,，,. After some simple algebra, equation (3.1) becomes 





Both v,'，,，, and I；'，。depend on the estimated symbols in the receiver and can be 
evaluated by a training sequence of analog samples and channel noise samples. 
Again, the number of distinct Vy,.,,- and r,'，,’, is identical to the number of different 
cv，,，, that is equal to the number of quantization levels in TCQ, codebook size of 
TCQ or equivalently the size of TCM signal constellations. Because x is a fixed 
sample, is a constant for all branches using different codewords at each encoding 
step. can be cancelled and the metric of (3.2) can be simplified to 
(3.5) 
Once the Viterbi algorithm determines the optimal path for TCQ using (3.5), the 
updated codewords of each transition branch can be evaluated by 
c's’，s’i = E { x I Cs',sj} 
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that is the centroid for all input sources having the codeword . Given different 
S N R S of the channel, the B C J R receiver uses the updated codewords to estimate the 
source samples and evaluate both v,，," and r,'，,，, • Then the new v,,,，, and r,'，,, is 
passed to the TCQ encoder again. The optimization process is performed iteratively. 
By using this approach, a channel-optimized codewords for the receiver can be found 
in different channel SNR. 
Given a fixed trellis codes, we generate a training sequence for both analog 
source and channel noise. The optimization process can operate as following: 
1. Choose an initial TCQ. 
2. Encode the source using TCQ. 
3. Transmit the source using TCM with a channel noise sequence. 
4. Using BCJR algorithm, find the estimated output x . 
5. Find distortion by comparing x and x . 
6. Evaluate both v,、，/ and [)，,. 
7. Encode the source using the distortion measure of (3.5) by Viterbi algorithm. 
8. Update the codewords by c。，； = E{x | c,.,,, }. 
9. Repeat step 3 to 8 until convergence of distortion. 
In the step (1), the initial codewords of TCQ maybe the source-optimized codewords 
created by Lloyd-Max algorithm. The TCQ uses scalar quantizer with 2 
quantization level and accepting memoryless source. The training sequences of 
source samples and noise samples should be large enough for meaning statistical 
representation. After the TCQ quantizer encodes the source samples, the 
corresponding TCM waveforms are transmitted over AWGN channel. The sequences 
of transmitted signals are corrupted by AWGN noise sequence rik. The noise is zero-
mean Gaussian noise and two-sided power spectrum density of NJ2. After 
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receiving the block of transmitted signals, the BCJR receiver performs block-by-
block estimation and produces a sequence of estimated symbol x using (2.9). At the 
same time, the receiver evaluates v,'，,，, and r,'’,“. w，,“ and r,，,，, pass back to the 
TCQ encoder of the transmitter. 
Once the transmitter receives the updated V/，,，, and r,'，,，,，the TCQ encoder 
encodes the same training samples again. The new encoding path and the updated 
codewords are transmitted using TCM. Using this updated codeword and the new 
received signal, the MAP receiver estimates the analog source by x and evaluates 
new v,'，,，, and ['，,, • The algorithm is repeated again and again until convergence. 
The above optimization process is stopped when the system converges. In each 
round of decoding, the MAP receiver evaluates the signal-to-distortion ration (SDR) 
(2.4) by comparing x md x. When the new SDR have no significant improvement, 
the system is convergent. Mathematically, the convergence condition is that standard 
deviation of the last 10 SDR is less than 0.05 dB: 
a = 丄 - ^ y < 0.05巡 （3.6) 
V10 /=i 
where SDR(f) is the SDR in the last 产 simulation and SDR is the mean of the last 10 
SDKs. The above TCQ/BCJR optimization scheme is tested to encoding both 
Gaussian and uniform sources in the later sections. 
3.3 Gaussian Memoryless Source 
Gaussian memoryless source Xk is a sequence of random variable. The probability 
density function of x is given by: 
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� = (3.7) 
where m, is the mean and o ‘ is the variance of the random variable x In our 
simulation, we use a sequence of zero-mean and unit variance Gaussian random 
variable as input samples. 
3.3.1 Theoretical Limit 
In this section, we investigate about the theoretical limit in term of SDR and SNR by 
expressing the rate distortion limit. For a Gaussian source, the rate distortion function 
with squared-error distortion measure is 
綱 = 去 l o g ^， 0 � (3.8) 
0, D>g' 
where D is the distortion between the source and the estimated output. By Shannon 
Theorem, the channel capacity of a Gaussian channel is [6] 
C = + (3.9) 
The channel capacity is the maximum data rate that can be transmitted under a fixed 
SNR. From (3.8) and (3.9), we get 
丄 log(l + S撤)=丄 log 二 2 I D 
\ + SNR = SDR (3.10) 
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Figure 3.2: the mapping between PAM constellations and quantization levels of TCQ for 
(a) R=1 and (b) R=2 case. 
From equation (3.10), given a Gaussian channel with known SNR, the theoretical 
limit of SDR is USNR. 
3.3.2 Performance on PAM Constellations 
The designed system is simulated in Gaussian channel using pulse amplitude 
modulation (PAM). In digital M-PAM, the signal waveforms are represented as 
Sk(t) = Akg(t)cos2nfj k = 1,2,.", M (3.11) 
where Ak denotes the set of M = 2及’possible amplitudes. For the joint TCQ/TCM 
system with encoding rate R, M is equal to 2丑+i. The size of PAM constellations and 
the number of quantization levels of TCQ encoder are the same. TCQ and TCM are 
one-to-one mapping. Figure 3.2 shows the mapping between PAM constellations and 
quantization levels for coding rate of 1 and 2，respectively. 
Given a fixed encoding rate, the PAM constellations are fixed for all SNRs. The 
design algorithm is used to find the channel-optimized codewords for the channel. As 
shown in the Figure 3.2, the mapping between TCQ codewords and signal 
constellations is one-to-one direct mapping. Since TCM and TCQ are using the same 
trellis structure, they have the same number of subsets. Each element in the subset is 
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Figure 3.3: Source SDR as a function of channel SNR for memoryless Gaussian source 
with encoder rate R = l. The combined TCQ/TCM uses Viterbi algorithm (VA), BCJR 
algorithm (BA), and joint TCQ/BCJR optimization (T/B). 
one-to-one corresponding. The performance of the designed system is investigated 
under 8-state trellis codes. In each simulation, a sequence of 500,000 samples with 
block length N= 1000 is used. As the performance analysis in Chapter 2, Figures 3.3 
and 3.4 show the SDR as a function of channel signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) for 
Gaussian source with R = 1 and 2 respectively. Two other schemes include Viterbi 
algorithm of [15], BCJR algorithm of [17] and the theorical limit are also plotted for 
comparison. At low channel SNR of 1 dB, BCJR algorithm provides 1.20 dB and 
1.85 dB SDR improvement than Viterbi algorithm for source-optimized TCQ with R 
= 1 and 二 2 respectively. Another 0.27 dB and 0.81 dB improvements can be 
achieved by the combined TCQ/BCJR optimization scheme. Moreover, the SDR is 
closer to the theoretical limit at low SNR. 
For Gaussian source with encoding rate R = 2, it is interesting that the 
performance of the combined system do approach the theoretical limit at low SNRs. 
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Figure 3.4: Source SDR as a function of channel SNR for memoryless Gaussian source 
with encoder rate R = l . The combined TCQ/TCM uses Viterbi Algorithm (VA), BCJR 
algorithm (BA), and joint TCQ/BCJR optimization (T/B). 
At SNR of 0 dB, the performance nearly reach the boundary. It is closer to the 
performance of source-optimized BCJR receiver (Bayes receiver) for R = 3 case [17；. 
When the channel SNR decreases, the noise becomes larger and the noise 
information becomes more significant. Our channel-optimized combined TCQ/TCM 
system achieves better performance than the system using source-optimized 
codewords. 
Figures 3.5 and 3.6 show the convergence of SDR at different SNR for encoding 
rate R = 1 and 2 using the combined TCQ/BCJR optimization scheme. After 3 
iterations, the system falls into to the convergence state in most case. After 
convergence, the optimized codewords c;� . ,，and「,、，can be obtained. The set 
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Figure 3.5: The SDR vs. iteration for memoryless Gaussian source with 及=1 at different SNRs. 
The complexity of joint TCQ/BCJR optimization scheme is the same as that of 
BCJR decoding scheme. The additional complexity is that we need a training 
process to find out all optimum c;'’,,，v,，,，, and r,，,，, . More memory is required to 
store the optimized codewords. Besides, we also need an estimation process to find 
the current SNR periodically. In order to get better convergence in our simulated 
system. We choose a set of initial codewords in different SNRs which is closed to 
our targeted optimized codewords. We run our simulation from high SNR to low 
SNR. In the highest SNR, the source optimized codewords are used as the initial 
codewords. Once the system goes to convergence, we uses the optimized codewords 
as the initial codewords for the next simulation which has lower SNR. For examples, 
in = 1 case, after we get the optimized codewords at SNR 二 5.45 dB, the optimized 
codewords are used as the initial codewords at SNR 二 4.98 dB. The system achieve 
into convergent state within serveral iterations. 
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3.3.3 Performance on PSK Constellations 
The system is also simulated using phase-shift keying (PSK) modulation. In digital 
M-PSK, the signal waveforms are represented as 
mapping 
丨 : : : : : : : : : : : ： : ) ) 《 : : . . . j 
“ :::+“：。:•:-:•:•• m 
8-PSK Constellations 
Figure 3.7: The mapping between PSK constellations and quantization levels of TCQ 
for R = 2 case. 
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s,{t) = g{t)cos 2Tif,t + — {k-\) 0<t<Z and A: = 1,2”..，Af (3.12) 
L M _ 
The PSK waveforms are 2-dimensional signals and the scalar quantization levels are 
1-dimensional signals. Since the PSK constellations are regular, the mapping 
between quantization levels and PSK constellations are travail. Figure 3.7 depicts the 
mapping for encoding rate R = 2 respectively. Figure 3.8 shows the simulation results 
for = 2 case. At high SNR, the combined TCQ/BCJR optimization scheme 
achieves the same performance as source-optimized BCJR scheme. At low SNR, the 
combined TCQ/BCJR scheme can achieve around 2-dB improvement over BCJR 
algorithm and BCJR algorithm can also provides 2-dB improvement over Viterbi 
algorithm. 
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Figure 3.8: Source SDR as a function of channel SNR for memoryless Gaussian 
source. The combined TCQ/TCM system uses Viterbi Algorithm (VA), BCJR 
algorithm (BA), and joint TCQ/BCJR optimization (T/B) 
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3.4 Memoryless Uniform Source 
The joint TCQ/TCM system is also tested for uniform memoryless source x with 
probability density function / ( x ) = l / 2 in the range of [-1, 1]. The simulation 
conditions are the same as the simulation using Gaussian source. The theoretical limit 
and the simulation results are discussed in this section. 
3.4.1 Theoretical Limit 
The Shannon's Lower bound (SLB) [33][34] of a memoryless source x is: 
RSLR{D) = h{x)-Uog2{2iieD) (3.13) 
For memoryless uniform source in range [-1,1], the entropy of is 
h(x) = - l h o g 2 ( - ) d x = l . (3.14) 2 2 
Therefore, 
RSLR (D) = l--log2 {2neD) (3.15) 
The SDR is equal to 
SDR=取]2 = 勉 = = (3.16) 
The SDR in term of SNR is 
-log2 (1 + SNR) = 1 一丄 log2 (2neD) 
l + SNR = —SDR (3.17) ne 
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3.4.2 Performance on PAM Constellations 
Figures 3.9 are 3.10 show the SDR as a function of SNR for encoding rate R = I md 
2 respectively. As the same as the pervious results, the TCQ/BCJR optimatization 
scheme achieves better performance than that of Viterbi and BCJR decoding 
scheme. ¥or R = 2 or higer case, it can be found that the result is closer to the 
theoretical limit at low SNR region. The result is 0.5 dB lower than the theoretical 
limit. 
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Figure 3.9: Source as a function of channel SNR for memoryless uniform source with 
encoder rate R=l. The combined TCQ/TCM uses Viterbi Algorithm (VA), BCJR algorithm 
(BA), and joint TCQ/BCJR optimization (T/B) 
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Figure 3.10: Source SDR as a function of channel SNR for memoryless uniform source 
with encoder rate R=2. The combined TCQ/TCM uses Viterbi Algorithm (VA), BCJR 
algorithm (BA), and joint TCQ/BCJR optimization (T/B). 
3.4.3 Performance on PSK Constellations 
The performance using PSK constellations is also simulated for uniform source with 
R 二 2. Figure 3.11 shows the SDR vs. SNR for the three decoding scheme. Our 
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Figure 3.11: Source SDR as a function of channel SNR for memoryless uniform source 
with encoder rate R=2. The combined TCQ/TCM uses Viterbi Algorithm (VA), BCJR 
algorithm (BA), and joint TCQ/BCJR optimization (T/B). 
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Soft Decoding Joint TCQ/TCM System 
over Rayleigh Fading Channel 
In wireless communication, the radio signal not only suffers from AWGN noise but 
also from fading [35]. The radio signal arrives at the receiver from various directions 
over multiple paths. The combined TCQ/BCJR optimization scheme is also designed 
for Rayleigh fading channel [35]. Rayleigh fading channel is widely used as the 
communication channel model for narrow-band cellular mobile radio communication 
system. 
This chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.1 gives a brief overview on 
wireless channel. The Rayleigh fading channel and the application of joint coding 
scheme will be discussed in Section 4.2. The use of idea interleaver is discussed in 
Section 4.3 to combat fading. Section 4.3 provides the receiver structure. Finally, the 
numerical results and discussions are presented in the Section 4.4. 
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4.1 Wireless Channel 
There are many communication systems operated in wireless channel, to name a few, 
as mobile radio communication system, paging system and cordless telephone 
system. In such system, radio signal experiences extreme variations in both phase 
and amplitude. Such variations are caused by diffractions, reflections, and scattering 
of the transmitted radio signal. These effects are called fading. Most of fading effect 
is due to Doppler spread and multi-path time delay spread [35] in the wireless 
channel. Due to the channel characteristic, there are four classes of fading channels: 
1. Slow, frequency non-selective fading. 
2. Slow, frequency selective fading. 
3. Fast, frequency selective fading. 
4. Fast, frequency selective fading. 
The wireless channel can be characterized either as a fast fading or slow fading 
channel. In a fast fading channel, the channel impulse response changes rapidly 
within the symbol duration of the transmitted signal. The coherence time of the fast 
fading channel is smaller than the symbol duration. Similarly, in a slow fading 
channel, the channel impulse response changes at a rate much slower than the 
transmitted signal 
The wireless channel can also be classified either as flat fading or frequency 
selective fading channel. In flat fading channel, the frequency response of channel 
h{t, z) is greater than the bandwidth of the transmitted signal. The received signal 
varies in gain but the spectrum is preserved. Therefore, flat fading channels are also 
called amplitude varying channels. In frequency selective fading channel, the 
coherent frequency of channel is smaller than the bandwidth of the transmitted 
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Figure 4.1: Combined TCQ/TCM decoding by BCJR algorithm in Rayleigh fading channel. 
signal. The received signal includes multiple delayed versions of the transmitted 
waveform. The channel induces inter-symbol interference (ISI). 
This chapter considers only flat and slow fading channel. The fading is assumed 
to be slow with a symbol interval much less than the coherence time of the channel. 
This work concentrates on land mobile radio channels. Rayleigh distributed fading is 
assumed throughout this chapter. 
4.2 Rayleigh Fading Channel 
The Rayleigh distribution has a probability density function given by 
= (4.1) G y 2G J 
where the random variable r represents the signal amplitude which is varying over 
the range of [0, oc) and a is the RMS value of the received voltage. Mathematically, r 
are also the square root of the sum of squares of two independent Gaussian variables, 
each having a variance of a V 2 . 
Figure 4.1 shows the joint TCQ/TCM system over the Rayleigh fading channel. 
In a Rayleigh flat-fading channel, the received signal yk corresponding to the channel 
symbol Zi is 
少;t = g • ； t z * ( 4 . 2 ) 
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where gk is the fading amplitude having Rayleigh distribution of (4.1) and Uk are 
AWGN samples with one-sided power spectral density No. The ideal interleaving is 
employed such that gk can be view as independent and identity variables and 
uncorrected samples. 
To combat fading, we need to estimate gk and then pass this information to the 
BCJR based estimator. Many techniques, like pilot tone and embedded pilot symbols 
10], can be used to estimate gk. With the assumption of slow and flat fading, perfect 
channel state information (CSI) can be closely estimated. Similar to many studies on 
the fading channel for TCM [17][19][37-39], we assume that perfect state 
information (CSI) is available at the receiver and gk is known completely. 
4.3 Ideal Interleaving 
Diversity is common technique to mitigate the effects of fading. It provides 
performance improvement of wireless link at relatively low cost. In general, it 
provides independent or highly uncorrected signal paths to the receiver for 
communication. There are many diversity techniques such as time diversity, 
frequency diversity and space diversity. One of the simplest forms is time diversity. 
In time diversity system, each transmitted symbol is repeated in A^  different time-slots 
such that the slots are affected by independent fades. The receiver combines the N 
different paths or chooses the most likelihood one for decoding, like the decoding of 
(N, 1) repetition code. However, it increases the bandwidth usage. In band-limited 
environments, such expansion might not be acceptable. 
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Figure 4.2; The joint TCQ/TCM system with interleaving and de-interleaving. 
To improve the performance of Rayleigh fading channel with TCM, an 
interleaver can be used to obtain time diversity without adding any overhead. 
Divsalar and Simon [36] first evaluated the performance of TCM for the fading 
channel using interleaving. As shown in Figure 4.2, the modulated symbols are block 
interleaved before transmission. Due to interleaving, the distribution of the errors can 
be “randomized，，，as a result, the burst errors caused by slow amplitude fades can be 
randomized. In the joint TCQ/TCM system, the idea interleaving is used in 
conjunction with channel state information. 
4.4 Receiver Structure 
To estimate the sequence of transmitted symbols Xk over Rayleigh fading channel, the 
receiver proposed in Chapter 3 needs to be modified. When receiver performs 
maximum likelihood (ML) decoding using the Viterbi algorithm, the decoding metric 
of each branch becomes: 
M“’i = {yk -gknts^iY . (4.3) 
where m,,,’, is the signal constellation of TCM from state ，to s using the f 
branches. Similarly, for the receiver using MAP algorithm, the joint probability of 
equation (2.7) becomes: 
{s\s,y)=aCs'). 丫 ( s ) (4.4) 
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where 
^ (y�—_L_exp|-(少广容讽'，")2l (4.5) 
with No as the spectral density of AWGN. 
The soft decoder and encoder can also be optimized iteratively using the 
algorithm proposed in Chapter 3. During the optimization process, all the channel 
state information is known. In each iteration, the decoder estimates i using the 
complete channel state information gk and known training sequences Xk and 1%. 
4.5 Numerical Results 
The joint TCQ/TCM system is simulated for memoryless Gaussian and uniform 
source with encoding rate of 二 1, 2 and 3 bits per sample in Rayleigh fading 
channel. Similar to the study in [17] with idea interleaver, is the square root of the 
summed square of two independent zero-mean Gaussian variables, each having a 
variance of one-half. 
In each simulation, a sequence of 500,000 memoryless Gaussian or uniform 
samples is used with a block length of TV = 5000. After convergence, a new set of 
testing samples is used to evaluate the signal-to-distortion rate (SDR). The 
convergence conditions are the same as (3.6). The simulation results are also 
compared with the system using decoder with Viterbi or BCJR algorithm. It shows 
that the performance of TCQ/BCJR optimization scheme is also better than others in 
Rayleigh fading channel. 
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4.5.1 Performance on 4-PAM Constellations 
Figures 4.3 and 4.4 show the SDR as a function of the average channel signal-to-
noise ratio (SNR) for Gaussian and uniform source, respectively. The joint 
TCQ/TCM scheme uses 8-state trellis. Inducing no distortion from the channel, the 
source SDR is the same at high SNR for all decoding schemes. The BCJR decoding 
scheme performs better than the Viterbi decoding scheme for the same source-
optimized TCQ and the jointly TCQ/BCJR optimization scheme can even perform 
better than the other two schemes as the SNR decrease gradually. Performance 
improvement is larger especially in low-channel SNR region. For Gaussian source, 
the jointly optimized TCQ/BCJR scheme achieves 0.26 and 1.43 dB SDR 
improvement over BCJR and Viterbi scheme, respectively, at channel SNR of 1 dB. 
7 I ： 1 1 
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Figure 4.3: Source SDR as a function of channel SNR for memoryless Gaussian source for 
code rate 及=1. The combined TCQ/TCM uses Viterbi Algorithm (dash-dot line VA), 
BCJR algorithm (dash line BA), and joint TCQ/BCJR optimization (solid line T/B). 
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For uniform source, the jointly optimized TCQ/BCJR scheme also achieves 0.29 and 
1.47 dB SDR improvement over BCJR and Viterbi scheme, respectively, at channel 
SNR of 1 dB. 
Similar to the case of TCQ, the performance can be increased by using trellis 
having larger number of states. Figure 4.5 shows the SDR vs. SNR using different 
trellis for Gaussian source for an encoding rate R 二 1. When the number of states 
increases, SDR increases at high SNR but only slight improvement can be achieved 
at low SKR. 
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Figure 4.4: Source SDR as a function of channel SNR for memoryless uniform source for 
code rate 及=1. The combined TCQ/TCM uses Viterbi Algorithm (dash-dot line VA), 
BCJR algorithm (dash line BA), and joint TCQ/BCJR optimization (solid line T/B). 
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0 5 10 15 Channel SNR(dB) Figure 4.5: Source SDR as a function of channel SNR for memoryless Gaussian source using different number of states in R =1 case. 
4.5.2 Performance on 8-PAM Constellations 
Using 8-PAM, the performance is shown in Figures 4.6 and 4.7 for Gaussian and 
uniform source with R = 2 respectively. For Gaussian source, the joint TCQ/BCJR 
optimization scheme can achieve 0.53 and 2.63 dB improvements over BCJR and 
Viterbi scheme, respectively, at SNR of 1 dB. For uniform source, the joint 
TCQ/BCJR optimization scheme can achieve 0.57 and 1.71 dB improvements over 
BCJR and Viterbi scheme, respectively, at SNR of 1 dB. 
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Figure 4.6: Source SDR as a function of channel SNR for memoryless Gaussian source for code 
rate R = 2. The combined TCQ/TCM uses Viterbi Algorithm (dash-dot line VA), BCJR 
algorithm (dash line BA), and joint TCQ/BCJR optimization (solid line T/B). 
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Figure 4.7: Source SDR as a function of channel SNR for memoryless uniform source for code 
rate R = 2. The combined TCQ/TCM uses Viterbi Algorithm (dash-dot line VA), BCJR 
algorithm (dash line BA), and joint TCQ/BCJR optimization (solid line T/B). 
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4.5.3 Performance on 16-PAM Constellations 
For the case of having an encoding rate of R = 3, the performance is shown in 
Figures 4.8 and 4.9 for Gaussian and uniform source respectively. The trellis has 8 
states with parallel transitions. For Gaussian source, the joint TCQ/BCJR 
optimization scheme can achieve 1.02 and 4.08 dB improvements over BCJR and 
Viterbi scheme, respectively, at SNR of 1 dB. For uniform source, the joint 
TCQ/BCJR optimization scheme can achieve 0.80 and 2.00 dB improvements 
overBCJR and Viterbi scheme, respectively, at SNR of 1 dB. 
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Figure 4.8: Source SDR as a function of channel SNR for memoryless Gaussian source 
for code rate R = 3. The combined TCQ/TCM uses Viterbi Algorithm (dash-dot line 
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Figure 4.9: Source SDR as a function of channel SNR for memoryless uniform 
source for code rate R = 3. The combined TCQ/TCM uses Viterbi Algorithm 
(dash-dot line VA), BCJR algorithm (dash line BA), and joint TCQ/BCJR 
optimization (solid line T/B). 
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TCQ offers better performance than Lloyd-Max scalar quantizater by doubling the 
codebook size at a given code rate. TCQs in previous chapters are all scalar 
quantizater and function well for memoryless source. For memory or correlated 
source samples, vector quantizaters (VQ) instead of scalar quantization can be 
applied for better performance. In vector quantization, a number of source samples 
are first grouped into a vector and each vector is quantizated into a codeword, also a 
multidimensional vector. Shannon's rate-distortion theory shows that encoding 
vectors instead of scalar samples can always achieve better performance, even if the 
data source is memoryless [40:. 
By combining the idea of vector quantization and TCQ, Marcellin and Fischer 
first proposed trellis-coded vector quantization (TCVQ) [4] to encode 
multidimensional vector samples. TCVQ allows non-integer encoding rate. In 
additional to the design of TCVQ codebook, the main issue of TCVQ is the set 
partitioning of the codebook, as described in [4] [41:. 
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Instead of using TCQ in joint TCQ/TCM system, it is possible to use TCVQ 
encoder to achieve better performance over the noisy channel. Joint TCVQ/TCM 
system is designed for a fixed PAM modulation scheme in this chapter. Index 
assignment between vector codewords and the PAM constellations becomes very 
complicated, because the optimal vector codewords are always irregularly distributed 
and the dimensions between the vector codewords and the signal constellations are 
different. 
The main advantage of joint TCVQ/TCM system is that it allows non-integer 
encoding rate. Moreover, the modulation symbol rate is not required to equal to the 
sampling rate of source. TCVQ also provides better performance than TCQ, 
especially for memory source. 
In this chapter, Section 5.1 gives an overview of TCVQ source coder and 
previous research results. The details of joint TCVQ/TCM system are provided in the 
Section 5.2. The system models and the index assignments issue are also discussed. 
Finally, the performance of joint TCVQ/TCM system for Gaussian-Markov source is 
analyzed and discussed in Section 5.3. 
5.1 Trellis-Coded Vector Quantization 
TCQ is a form of trellis coding that labels the trellis branches with subsets of 
reproduction symbols. Marcellin and Fischer [41] first extended this approach to 
vector reproduction symbols and then the encoder becomes trellis-coded vector 
quantization (TCVQ). At each encoding step k, the encoder accepts m source samples 
Xk =(x;!”’...，x{")), each branches output corresponds to the m dimension codeword 
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Ck. Similar to TCQ, and the Viterbi algorithm is employed to select the most 
likelihood path to minimize the path distortion: 
i^vi NI m ^ 
N h 
Similar to the design of TCQ, the design ofTCVQ coder consists of several steps: 
1. Selection of a trellis. 
2. Selection of a codebook 
3. Partitioning of the codebook 
4. The assignment of subsets to the trellis branches 
5. The optimization of the codebook for a fixed trellis. 
The main design issue of TCVQ is the set partitioning methods of the vector 
codebook. The principle of the “Method of Set Partitioning" ofTCVQ is the same as 
that of TCQ. Due to the irregular distributed codewords and increased dimensions, 
the design algorithm becomes more complex. 
TCVQ can also be regarded as a special case as a finite state vector quantization 
(FSVQ) [42], which based on a finite state machine and uses state-dependent 
codebooks. At each encoding step, TCVQ uses a state-dependent codebook to encode 
the source vector. Viterbi algorithm is applied to traverse the finite state machine 
trellis. The distinctive features of the TCVQ approach are the use of codebook 
partitioning and the labeling of trellis branches with subsets. 
5.1.1 Set Partitioning in TCVQ 
The same as that of TCM [3] or TCQ [2], the main goal of set partitioning in TCVQ 
is to provide subsets of codewords with maximal minimum distance within each 
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Figure 5.1: Example of set partitioning for regular vector codebook with dimension = 2. 
subset [41]. Given an initial vector quantization codebook C of size M = 2赂i, the 
codebook is partitioned into two equal size subsets 4) and 4 such that C= Ao u Ai 
and AonAi =([) . The subset Ao and A] are partitioned again until the number of 
subset reaches our target. Figure 5.1 shows the process of set partitioning of 2-
dimensional codevector with M = 16. The codebook is finally partitioned into 4 
subsets. Each subset contains 4 codevectors. For a regularly distributed vector 
codebook, Ungerboeck's method [3] can still be employed. For irregularly 
distributed vector codebook, it is difficult to use Ungerboeck's method. Marcellin 
and Fischer proposed heuristic general rules [4] to guide the subset construction and 
trellis branch labeling for irregular vector codebook. 
In order to partition the codevectors systematically, Wang and Moayeri proposed 
another set-partitioning algorithm [4]. In the algorithm, closest pairs of codevectors 
are partitioned into different subsets. Given an initial vector codebook C of size M, 
the basic steps to partition the codevectors to 2 subsets Ao and A^  are the following: 
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Figure 5.2: Partition the irregularly codebook for order Gauss-Markov source. 
1. Calculate the distances between all possible codeword pairs Pi =(ci,c') of 
codevectors and list in a non-decreasing order. Mark all the codewords as 
unselected codewords. 
2. Find the first pair (the smallest distance pair) Pi = , assigns c, to subset 
Ao and c； to subset Ai respectively. 
3. Search the order table to find an index j such that for all i < j neither c, nor c； 
belongs to AoUAi, but at least one of c； and belongs AoU A . 
4. If Cj belongs to A (or A,), then adds c) to A (or Ao). If Cj belongs to Ao 
(or Ai), then add Cj to Ax (or Ao). Mark the codewords as assigned 
codeword. 
5. If the size of Ao (or Ai), reaches M/2, add all the remaining unassigned 
codevectors to Ai (or Ao). Otherwise, go to 1. 
In this thesis, we partition the codebook using above algorithm. Figure 5.2 shows an 
example of partitioning the irregularly distributed codebook into 2 subsets. The 
source samples are order Gaussian-Markov source with correlative factor p=0.1. 
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Using the partitioning algorithm, the closest 2 codewords are always assigned to 
different subsets. When the two subsets are generated, the algorithm can be applied 
to either subset again and partitions each subset. 
5.2 Joint TCVQ/TCM 
I ) TCVQ ) TCM ) 
Figure 5.3: The block diagram of joint TCVQ/TCM transmitter. 
In joint TCQ/TCM system, the channel transmission rate is equal to the source-
coding rate. The number of source samples per second is equal to the number of 
transmitted symbols per second. The trellis structures of TCQ and TCM coders are 
identical to each other. However, in many practical communication systems, the 
source-sampling rate is different from the symbol rate of the modulator. The source-
sampling rate depends on the source but the modulator symbol rate depends on the 
channel media or allocated bandwidth. For example, a speech coder needs to sample 
the analogy speech at rate 8 k samples per sec and the modulator is using 8-PAM at 
frame rate 4k symbols per sec. TCQ/TCM system cannot be applied to the system. A 
joint TCVQ and TCM system can be designed to provide more flexible coding. 
Figure 5.3 shows an example of joint TCVQ/TCM system using 2-dimensional 
source vector. Each two source-samples are grouped into one codevector and then 
encoded by TCVQ. TCVQ encoder uses Viterbi algorithm to find the path with 
minimum distortion D between codewords and analog samples. A sequence of 
branch index is used to indicate the path. TCM uses this path information to construct 
the sequence of modulation symbols. The encoding process is exactly the same as 
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joint TCQ/TCM. The source and channel coding can also be combined because both 
TCVQ and TCM are using the same path information. When the encoding rate of 
TCVQ is 3 bits per codeword, the actual encoding rate is 1.5 bits per sample with 
non-integer encoding rate. In this specific case, the modulation symbol rate is a half 
of sampling rate of the source encoder. 
5.2.1 Set Partitioning and Index Assignments 
In this joint TCVQ/TCM system, mapping between the vector codewords and 
modulation constellations becomes important. The BCJR based receiver estimates 
the probability of modulation symbols and directly maps it into the probability of 
vector symbols. The dimension of TCVQ is different from the dimension of 
modulation symbol, the mapping between TCVQ and TCM is not as simply as that 
between TCQ and TCM. The neighborhood codewords should map to neighborhood 
modulation symbols such that the overall Euclidean distance of neighbor 
codevectors/symbols should be minimized. The index assignment is similar to the 
Gray code assignment [10]. 
The number of modulation symbols and the number of vector codewords are the 
same. A one-to-one mapping is performed. Our mapping algorithm is shown as 
follows: 
1. All elements of vector codewords should be mapped into the same subset of 
modulation symbol set, because of the obvious principle of "set partitioning". 
All codewords are initially labeled as non-marked codewords. 
2. Choose a non-marked codeword from each subset with minimum overall 
distortion. Mark the codewords as selected codewords. 
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3. Assign the selected codewords to the closest sequence in the modulation 
symbol. 
4. Repeat 2 until all the codewords are selected. 
5.2.2 Gaussian-Markov Sources 
The memory sources in this chapter is Z^^-order Gaussian-Markov source given by 
L 
x{n) = - i) + w(n), (5.2) 
where a^  is the correlative factor and w(n) is a zero-mean, white Gaussian random 
variable with variance of a ' . It is clear that the source samples x(n) is memory 
source depending on the pervious L samples. When each m samples are grouped into 
a vector x, the covariance matrix 0 is, 
(|)o 小1 •••小/ 
0 = 小 1 小。：• • (5.3) 
： (po (pi 
_( | )m- l • • • 小 1 小 。 _ 
where 小,^ElXkXk+i]. With the assumption that 0 is positive definite so that ^ ^ 
exists, the eigenvalues of 0 = 入 c a n be found. We have 0 == r A r and 
0 1 = rA ' r ^ where 
•.. 0 0 " 
"•. Xi ' •. 0 , … � 八 = … . . . (5.4) 0 • . . . . . 
0 0 Xm_ 
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Figure 5.4: Index assignment between TCVQ vector codewords and the PAM levels. 
The rate distortion function RL(D) for the vector source x [43] is, 
R.(D) = ^ t m J oMog A ] (5.5) m i=i {_ 1 D 
5.3 Simulation Results and Discussion 
Without loss of generation, the performance of the joint TCVQ/TCM system is 
simulated for order Gaussian-Markov source with correlative factor p 二 0.9. The 
source samples are grouped into 2-dimensional vector and there are 16 codewords in 
the vector space. TCVQ partitions the vector space into 2 subsets, each of 8 
codewords. The rate of TCVQ is 3 bits/codeword and 1.5 bits/sample. Both TCVQ 
and TCM have the same trellis structure. In this simulation, 16-level fixed PAM is 
used for AWGN channel. 
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Figure 5.5: The performance of joint TCVQ/TCM system over AWGN channel. The joint TCVQ/TCM uses Viterbi Algorithm (VA) and BCJR algorithm (BA), and the rate-distortion limit of D(C). 
Figure 5.4 shows the index assignments between vector codewords and the 
PAM levels according to the method of Section 5.3.1. Both the vector space and 
modulation are partitioned into 2 subsets. 
Once the codewords and index assignments are found, a set of training sequence 
with size 5000 is used for simulation. Figure 5.5 shows the SDR of the proposed 
system using BCJR and Viterbi algorithm as the estimator in the receiver. The rate 
distortion bound of (5.5) is also plotted in the Fig. 5.5. At high SNR, the Viterbi 
decoding scheme and BCJR decoding scheme achieve the same performance. The 
distortion at high SNR is only due to the quantization error of the TCVQ coder. At 
low SNRs regions, BCJR decoding scheme performs about 3 dB lower than the rate 
distortion bound. The Viterbi decoding scheme performs about 4 dB lower than the 
BCJR decoding scheme. 
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6.1 Conclusion 
The major contributions of this thesis can be summarized in three parts: Firstly, the 
design of jointly optimized TCQ/TCM system using BCJR based decoder for AWGN 
and Rayleigh fading channel; Secondly, the comparison of the jointly optimized 
TCQ/TCM system with other schemes with Viterbi decoder or source-optimized 
TCQ encoder; Thirdly, the design of joint TCVQ/TCM system. 
After reviewing various joint TCQ/TCM systems, a soft-decoding jointly-
optimized TCQ/TCM system is proposed. The symbol-by-symbol MAP algorithm or 
BCJR algorithm is modified as the core of a soft-decoding MMSE estimator for the 
combined TCQ/TCM system. The TCQ encoder optimized for BCJR based decoder 
is derived using a modified branch metric. TCQ encoder and BCJR based decoder 
are optimized iteratively. After convergence, performance improvement is achieved 
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for both memoryless Gaussian and uniform source in AWGN channel and Rayleigh 
fading channel. Moreover, to reduce decoding complexity, block based decoding 
scheme is used in the joint TCQ/TCM system instead of sliding-widow based 
decoding scheme. The performance of joint TCQ/TCM system is simulated in both 
PAM and PSK modulation. Numerical results show that our TCQ/BCJR optimization 
scheme is better than other pervious schemes, especially for very noisy channels. 
Joint TCVQ/TCM system is also proposed, mainly for the encoding of memory 
source and providing non-integer encoding-rate. The mapping between irregularly 
distributed vector codewords and regularly distributed signal constellations is 
investigated. The sampling rate of the source is not necessary equal to the symbol 
rate of the modulation. The system is simulated for order Gaussian Markov source 
with encoding rate of = 1.5 and 2-dimension vector codewords. Numerical results 
show significant performance improvement over Viterbi algorithm, especially at low 
channel SNR. 
6.2 Future Works 
Combined TCQ/TCM performs well at low channel SNR, but it also results with low 
SDR. Combined TCQ/TCM may not be a practical solution for system requiring high 
SDR, for example, greater than 6 dB for speech, 20 dB for image and video. The 
practical applications for the TCQ/BCJR decoding scheme can be investigated in 
future studies. The performance of joint TCVQ/TCM system can also be investigated 
for different correlated source. 
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